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ABSTRACT- Now a day’s use of cloud computing is rapidly
increasing. Cloud infrastructure is being a common
solution adopted by large organizations for storing and
accessing data. It provides current need for data storage
with a flexible and dynamic storage that can grow. In this
paper we describe the design and development of a cloud
computing based secure cloud data storage using
encryption. Cloud data storage is a major solution to
overcome this problem. These mechanisms to provide data
integrity and security for client’s data in cloud storages. In
users should be able to just use the cloud storage as if it is
local, without worrying about the need to verify its
integrity. This understands the trend in terms of
complexity and strength of a secured solution and
provides some insights of what is still left in such area of
research. Cloud data storage provide better privacy as well
as ensure data availability and reliability can be achieved
by dividing the user’s data block into data pieces. Cloud
storage is of critical importance so that users can resort to
a third party auditor (TPA) to check the integrity of
outsourced data and be worry-free.

its infrastructure without the need for implementing
actual hardware and software that are needed to build
entire structure as it can entirely rely on the cloud
services and use its resources on pay per use basis.
The use of cloud computing service provides fast
access the Applications and reduces service costs.
Cloud computing is being very popular and largely
separated especially with the increase usage of
internet connectively and virtualization techniques.
Every cloud users want to avoid untreated cloud
provider for personal and important documents such
as debit/credit cards details or medical report from
hackers or malicious insiders is the importance.
Cluster of cloud storage is created and maintained to
satisfy the user specific data access requirements. The
beauty of cloud computing is won’t need to buy
equipment to use the services. Cloud service providers
to provide security, but cannot provide data integrity
and security in all cases. As a result, the correctness of
the data in the cloud is being at risk due to the
following reasons. First, although the infrastructures
under the cloud are much more powerful and reliable
than personal computing devices, they are still facing
the broad range of both internal and external threats
for data integrity. And second, there do exist various
motivations for CSP to behave unfaithfully toward the
cloud users regarding their outsourced data status. To
protect Outsourced data in cloud storage against
corruptions, adding fault tolerance to cloud storage
together with data integrity checking and failure
reparation becomes critical. Public auditing scheme is
for the regenerating-code-based cloud storage.

Keywords: Cloud Storage, Privacy Preserving, Public
Auditing, Data integrity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing resources can be quickly extracted
with all the processes, services and applications
provisioned on demand service despite the
consequences of the user location or device. Many
small scale businesses and organization can establish
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II.LITERATURE REVIEW
1. Privacy-Preserving Public Auditing
Regenerating-Code-Based Cloud Storage [1]

Data

Integrity

Protection

for

In this paper author focus on combination the public key
based homomorphic authenticator with random masking
to achieve the privacy-preserving public cloud data
auditing system. It supports efficient handling of multiple
auditing tasks. They explorer TPA can perform multiple
auditing tasks simultaneously.
6. Distributed data possession checking for
securing multiple replicas in geographically
dispersed clouds [6]

In

In this paper author will help it provide a novel
efficient Distributed Multiple Replicas Data Possession
Checking (DMRDPC) scheme to tackle new challenges.
It also will help the cloud users to achieve efficient
multiple replicas data possession checking. It is
important to ensure that each replica should have
availability and data integrity features. In this paper
Remote data possession checking is a valid method to
verify the replica's availability and integrity.

Regenerating-Coding-Based Cloud Storage: Theory
and Implementation[2]
In this paper Henry C.H. Chen implement the DIP
scheme which is designed under a mobile and enable
client to
feasibly verify the integrity
of random subsets of outsourced data. It works under
the simple assumption of thin-cloud storage and
allows different parameters.

7. Toward secure and dependable
services in cloud computing [7]

3. NCCloud: A Network-Coding-Based Storage
System in a Cloud-of-Clouds[3]

4. An Efficient and Secure Dynamic Auditing
Protocol for Data Storage in Cloud Computing
[4]

8. Secure and efficient privacy preserving public
auditing scheme for cloud storage[8]

This paper the author is focus on an auditing
framework for cloud storage systems and proposes an
efficient and privacy-preserving auditing protocol,
further extended auditing protocol to support the data
dynamic operation. The further extend auditing
protocol to support batch auditing for both multiple
owners and multiple clouds, without using any trusted
organizer.

|

Impact Factor value: 4.45

storage

In this paper author proposed a flexible distributed
storage integrity auditing mechanism, utilizing the
homomorphism token and distributed erasure-coded
data. It proposed design allows users to audit the
cloud storage with very lightweight communication
and computation cost. The proposed design further
supports secure and efficient dynamic operations on
outsourced data, including block modification,
deletion, and append. It proposed scheme is highly
efficient and resilient against malicious data
modification attack, and even server colluding attacks.

This paper author implement an auditing framework for
cloud storage systems and it propose an efficient and
privacy-preserving auditing protocol, further extended
auditing protocol to support the data operation. It also
checks the correctness of the data operation. It implement
batch auditing for both multiple owners and multiple
clouds.
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5. Privacy-Preserving Public Auditing for Data
Storage Security in Cloud Computing[6]

In this paper author it proposed two schemes first for
auditing scheme and second for privacy preserving. It
proposed public auditing scheme which allows the
public verifier to audit the correctness of data even in
which the data owner is offline. They proposed the
data owner is able to generate those authenticators in
a new method, which is more efficient compared to the
straightforward approach.
2. Enabling

e-ISSN: 2395 -0056

In this paper author propose a new privacy preserving
public auditing mechanism for shared data in an
untrusted cloud. Here, It utilize ring signature so that
the third party auditor is able to verify the integrity of
shared data for a group of users without retrieving the
entire data while the identity of the signer on each
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block in shared data is kept private from the TPA. This
paper provides a privacy preserving public auditing
scheme that supports public auditing and identity
privacy on shared data stored in the cloud storage
service for enhancing its security and efficiency.

system that call HAIL (High-Availability and Integrity
Layer).

9. Network coding
systems[9]

In this paper authors implement the cloud computing
is a cost-effective, service availability, flexible and on
demand service delivery platform for providing
business through the internet. It is a form of secret
sharing.The use of cloud computing for many reasons
including because this service provide fast access the
Applications and reduce service costs.

for

distributed

13. Enhancing Security and Privacy in Multi Cloud
Computing Environment[13]

storage

In this paper author introduce a general technique to
analyze storage architectures that combine any form
of coding and replication, as well as presenting two
new schemes for maintaining redundancy using
erasure codes. It shows how network coding can help
for such distributed storage scenarios.

14. Security Approach
Storage[14]

10. A survey on network codes for distributed
storage[10]

for

Multi-Cloud

In this paper author proposed transformation of
information and storage of sensitive data has highest
priority. Cluster of cloud storage is created and
maintained accordingly to satisfy the user specific data
access requirements. It is important to ensure that
each replica should have availability and data integrity
features.

In this paper author proposed the demand for large
scale data storage has increased significantly, with
applications. The peer-to peer networks, redundancy
must be introduced into the system to improve
reliability against node failures. It realizes the
increased reliability of coding however, one has to
address the challenge of maintaining an erasure
encoded representation.

15. A Privacy Manager for Cloud Computing[15]
In this paper author proposed it describes a privacy
manager for cloud computing, It also describes how
Trusted Computing mechanisms can optionally be
used to enhance privacy management. The result of
the processing is by the privacy manager to reveal the
correct result.

11. NCCloud: Applying network coding for the
storage repair in a cloud-of-clouds[11]
In this paper author proposed cloud storage provides
an on-demand remote backup solution. To provide
fault tolerance for cloud storage to proposed data
across multiple cloud vendors. It preserves data
redundancy. It implements a proof-of-concept
prototype of NCCloud and deploys it atop both local
and commercial clouds.
12. HAIL: A high-availability and integrity layer for
cloud storage[12]
In this paper author proposed HAIL a distributed
cryptographic system that permits a set of servers to
prove to a client that a stored file is intact and
retrievable.HAIL cryptographically verifies and
reactively reallocates file shares. It explore a
unification to remote file-integrity assurance in a
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III. COMPATATIVE STUDY OF LITERATURE
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V.OBJECTIVE
The main objectives of the study are listed below:
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reduce service costs.
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To calculate the time of communication of cloud
data storage.

1 Enhancing

© 2016, IRJET

It fully ensures the data integrity and save the
users computation resources as well as online
burden.

1 HAIL: A highintegrity layer

•

Regenerating codes have recently been proposed
to minimize repair traffic.
The auditing schemes imply the problem that
users need to always stay online.

|



To generate the security for the TPA.



To provide the execution time of encryption and
decryption for security analysis.



To Performing Comparative time of computation.
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VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM
VII.CONCLUSION
In this paper, it presents a public auditing scheme for the
regenerating-code-based cloud storage system, where the
data owners are privileged to delegate TPA for their data
validity checking. To provide security to the original data
privacy against the TPA, It randomizes the coefficients in
the starting rather than applying the blind technique
within the auditing process. Assuming that data owner is
not always able to stay online in practice, in order to keep
storage available and verifiable after malicious corruption,
we introduce semi trusted proxy into the system model
and provide a privilege for proxy to handle the reparation
of coded block and authenticators. Thus, this authenticator
can be efficiently generated by the data owner
simultaneously with encoding procedure.
Fig: Cloud Regeneration System Architecture
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